Air Navigation community, in which the International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO), the International Air Transport Association (IATA) and the Civil Air Navigation Services Organization (CANSO) play leading roles, is hard at work in bringing aviation into the 21st Century. In doing so, the United States and Europe have taken proactive steps forward in introducing modernization, particularly in moving towards more efficient air traffic management systems within NextGen and SESAR. Elsewhere, in the fields of personnel licensing, rules of the air, accident investigation and aeronautical charts and information, significant strides are being made in moving from mere regulation to implementation and assistance calculated to make all ICAO member States self-sufficient in international civil aviation.

Features
- Book addresses air navigation law exclusively
- Comprehensive discussion on all air navigation issues

Contents
Territorial Sovereignty and Flight Information.--The Provision of Air Traffic Services.--Rules of the Air.--Search and Rescue Operations.--Aircraft Accident and Incident Investigation.--Air Crew Licensing.--Aerodromes.--Carriage of Dangerous Goods by Air.--Aviation and Environmental Protection.--Aeronautical Charts.--NextGen and SESAR.--ICAO and the Exploitation and Use of Outer Space.--Vulnerabilities of the Air Transportation System to Loss or Degradation of the GPS Signal.--Conclusion.
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Beyond Elder Law
New Directions in Law and Ageing

All over the world, there is a growing interest in the relationship between law and aging: How does the law influence the lives of older people? Can rights, advocacy and representation advance the social position of the aged and combat ageism? What are the new and cutting-edge frontiers in the field of elder law? Should there be a new international human rights convention in this field? These are only a few of the many questions that arise. This book attempts to answer some of these questions and to set the agenda for the future development of elder law across the globe.

Contents
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European Data Protection: In Good Health?

Contents
S. v. Schorlemer, Technische Universität Dresden, Germany; P.-T. Stoll, Georg-August University of Goettingen, Germany (Eds)

The UNESCO Convention on the Protection and Promotion of the Diversity of Cultural Expressions

Explanatory Notes

The 2005 UNESCO Convention on Cultural Diversity is a landmark agreement in modern international law of culture. It reflects the diverse and pluralist understanding of culture, as well as its growing commercial dimension. Thirty diplomats, practitioners and academics explain and assess this important agreement in a commentary style. Article by article, the evolution, concepts, contents and implications of the Convention are analysed in depth and are complemented by valuable recommendations for implementation. In an unprecedented way, the book draws on the first-hand insights of negotiators and on the experience of practitioners in implementation, including international cooperation, and combines this with a good deal of critical academic reflection.

Features

- Most comprehensive book on the issue
- Commentary style combines high degree of information with adequate reflection in a structured way
- Draws from first-hand insights of negotiators and implementation
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